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Thomas Morin 
Price List 
1. Phoenix mixed media painting 400 
2. Jokerman mixed metlia painting 400 
3. Moribund mixed media painting 400 
4. Sonia #4 mixed media on paper 150 
5. Sonia #6 mixed media on paper 150 
6. Sonia #7 mixed media on paper 150 
7. The Weight mixed media painting 400 
8. Carnival mixed media painting 400 
9. Kurtz#9 mixed media on paper 150 
10. Kurtz #11 mixed media on paper 150 
11. Kurtz #13 mixed media on paper 150 
12. Kurtz #17 mixed media on paper 150 
13. Kurtz #12 mixed media on paper 150 
14. Baal #1 mixed media on paper 150 
15. Baal #2 mixed media on paper 150 
16. Baal #3 mixed media on paper 150 
17. Baal #4 mixed media on paper 150 
18. Baal #5 mixed media on paper 150 
